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 18.70 HI-LO VARIO

Categoria Prodotto: Mobility
URL Prodotto: https://vassilli.it/en/prodotto/18-70-hi-lo-vario/

Descrizione Prodotto

The new electronic wheelchair HI-LO VARIO satisfy the priority need in the
assistance and care of patients having deep neurologic and motor deseases
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because it improves the circulation and the functionning of the gastrointestinal
apparatus, reduces the arising of osteoporosis, improve the trofism muscle-skeletal,
reduces the risk of arising of ulcers and/or decubitus sores.
The daily use of an aid such HI-LO VARIO carry out a “preventive” and
“rehabilitative” function due to the technical features highly specific and modular.
It is fitted up with a very sturdy frame with increased pneumatic wheels to give a
good comfort also outwards on uneven surfaces; the seat and the backrest are
supplied with tensioning belts that allows the adaptation to the structure of the
user, and covered by a padded cushion covered by an elastic tissue, the
articulations follow reciprocally the movements of the user, the depth and the width
of the seating are adjustable to be adapted to the different sizes of the users; the
front wheels opens automatically in order to increase the stability.
All the movements are activated by a joystick by which is possible to adjust the
seating height, tilt the seating, verticalize the seating, recline the backrest and the
footrests; The knee restrains are adjustable and removable by quick release device,
the headrest is adjustable in height and depth, the armrests are upsettable and
adjustable in angle with safety front closing. The wheelchair is fitted up with two
powerful motors with parking brake,two 65A batteries maintenance free, a 80A
power module. Equipped with battery charger.
Autonomy until 40 km on flat surfaces. Available in 2 sizes: 42 cm, 46 cm.
Loading until 120 kg.
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